Why can't I see the Role Assignments in PATH that I expected to see?

Tell Me

To view the table of Financial Roles, refer to the Organizational Hierarchy, Roles, and Responsibilities section of the Financial Management Guidelines.

1. You will only see Role Assignments within the org hierarchy that you are already assigned to in path.charlotte.edu

Example

If you're an Academic Affairs org level 2 business officer, you will only be able to see Role Assignments within Academic Affairs org level 2 and below.

Related FAQs

- How do I set up a process specific approver in PATH?
- How do I set up interim and temp assignments in PATH?
- What do I do if a position assigned to a role in PATH is currently vacant?
- How do I view and update Unassigned Roles in PATH?
- Why can't I see the Role Assignments in PATH that I expected to see?